Preliminary positive results of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) in enhancing the effects of cognitive and motor training indicate that this technique might also be beneficial in traumatic brain injury or patients who had decompressive craniectomy for trauma and cerebrovascular disease. One perceived hurdle is the presence of skull defects or skull plates in these patients that would hypothetically alter the intensity and location of current flow through the brain. We aimed to model tDCS using a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-derived finite element head model with several conceptualized skull injuries. Cortical electric field (current density) peak intensities and distributions were compared with the healthy (skull intact) case. The factors of electrode position (C3-supraorbital or O1-supraorbital), electrode size skull defect size, skull defect state (acute and chronic) or skull plate (titanium and acrylic) were analyzed. If and how electric current through the brain was modulated by defects was found to depend on a specific combination of factors. For example, the condition that led to largest increase in peak cortical electric field was when one electrode was placed directly over a moderate sized skull defect. In contrast, small defects midway between electrodes did not significantly change cortical currents. As the conductivity of large skull defects/plates was increased (chronic to acute to titanium), current was shunted away from directly underlying cortex and concentrated in cortex underlying the defect perimeter. The predictions of this study are the first step to assess safety of transcranial electrical therapy in subjects with skull injuries and skull plates.
Introduction
Transcranial electrical stimulation using weak direct currentstranscranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) -is a promising method of brain modulation that has been increasingly tested as a tool to modulate plasticity in neuropsychiatric diseases (Boggio et al., 2009b) . Relatively simple to apply, tDCS involves application of direct current through at least one electrode positioned on the scalp. The mechanisms of tDCS are associated with the intensity and direction of current flow through the cortex, leading to neuromodulation and lasting changes in cortical excitability. The polarity specific shifts in cortical excitability have been suggested to be due to membrane polarization (Ardolino et al., 2005; Radman et al., 2009) leading to modulation of sodium and calcium channel conductance and a change in NMDA-receptor activation (Liebetanz et al., 2002; Nitsche et al., 2003) . Clinical tDCS has shown to induce beneficial effects in preliminary studies in different neuropsychiatric conditions such as pain (Fregni et al., 2006a; , motor rehabilitation (Fregni et al., 2005b; Hummel et al., 2005) , cognitive function (Fregni et al., 2005a; Iyer et al., 2005) , major depression (Boggio et al., 2007) and craving disorders (Boggio et al., 2009a) .
Because of these initial positive results, tDCS has the potential to be used for the rehabilitation of patients with brain lesions who also have skull defect (with or without skull plates) such as patients with traumatic brain injury (TBI) or patients who undergo neurosurgery. In fact, some of the neurological sequelae are presumably consequences of disrupted cortical activity following the traumatic event, and tDCS in this circumstance can be a useful tool to reactivate and restore activity in essential neural networks associated with cognitive and motor processing. In our pilot study combining tDCS with robotic motor training aimed at upper extremity motor recovery, in a small group of TBI survivors with no skull defects, we showed that tDCS can enhance the effects of upper extremity motor training (Chew et al., 2009) . tDCS has similar potential to also improve cognition in these patients. Finally, because of preliminary data showing that tDCS reduces epileptogenic activity as indexed by epileptiform discharges in humans and seizure threshold in animals (Fregni et al., 2006b; Liebetanz et al., 2006) , this technique might be useful for patients with refractory epilepsy who underwent surgery and have skull plates or applied to patients who needed to undergo decompressive craniectomy for trauma and cerebrovascular disease.
Although evidence supports the investigation of tDCS in TBI or patients with other major neurological deficits and skull defects, one perceived limitation for the use of tDCS in these patients is the modified current flow by the skull defects and use of skull plates. During tDCS, the current applied at the scalp must pass through the resistive skull before reaching the brain, and the specific relationship between electrode position, skull geometry, and the underlying tissue properties are thought to determine the location and magnitude of current flow (Datta et al., 2009a) . It remains unknown how skull defects and use of skull plates associated with TBI would affect current flow through the brain and how to modify tDCS dose and/or electrode locations in such cases. For example, a hole through the skull that is filled with relatively highly conductive fluid or tissue, might present an attractive "shunt" pathway for current entering the brain. The underlying cortex would then be exposed to a higher intensity of focused current flow. This in turn might be either beneficial in targeting the underlining brain region or hazardous if the increased current levels resulted in undesired neurophysiologic or pathological changes.
Computational finite element method (FEM) models of tDCS allow prediction of current flow through the cortex (Miranda et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 2007) . We previously developed a high-resolution MRIderived model of tDCS with increased precision and accuracy (Datta et al., 2009a ). Here we modify this model to include conceptualized (cylindrical) skull defects and plates and analyze resulting changes in cortical current flow; therefore our aims were to: (i) determine cortical current density distributions in subjects with skull defects; (ii) determine whether the size of skull defect influences the amount and location of current induced in the brain and (iii) determine whether skull plates (i.e. acrylic or titanium plates) also change (and in which direction) the amount of current being delivered to the brain. Our predictions provide a general framework to determine what factors modulate current flow to the brain in cases of specific skull injuries, and thus a rational basis for customizing electrical stimulation dose based on individual parameters and desired outcome.
Methods

Models
To consider the role of skull defects on brain current flow during tDCS, we developed finite element (FE) models that addressed the role of electrode configuration and skull defect size/properties. All models were based on a single MRI-derived head model from a healthy adult subject, where idealized (cylindrical) skull defects were added. For Part 1, we considered two electrode configurations (C3-supraorbital or O1-supraorbital), two defect sizes (2.5 cm and 10 cm diameter), two defect locations in relation to the electrodes (under and between the stimulation pads), and four defect states (acute tissue, chronic tissue, titanium skull plate, and acrylic skull plate). In Part 2, we considered only the effect of incrementally changing the defect size. In each case, the electric fields induced on the cortical surface were compared to the healthy (no defect) case.
MRI guided finite element head model
The volume conductor 3D model (having 1 mm 3 resolution) used in this study was developed previously by our group to calculate tDCS induced electric fields. The entire process involving segmentation of high-resolution 3 T MRI scans, mesh creation and the eventual export to a finite element method solver (SIMPLEWARE LTD., UK) was detailed previously (Datta et al., 2009a) ; importantly the entire workflow preserves the high resolution of the MRI scans. The model is referred to as the 'healthy head model' in this paper ( Fig. 1) Part 1: electrode properties and configurations
We modeled conventional "sponge-based" electrodes having an area of 35 cm 2 (7 × 5 cm) which is a size commonly used in clinical studies (Fregni et al., 2005a (Fregni et al., , 2006a and calculated the induced currents in the cortex resulting from application of 1 mA total current (corresponding to an average electrode surface current density of 0.28 A/m 2 ). We modeled two electrode configurations ( Fig. 1): (A) M1-supraorbital: The anode electrode was placed over the primary motor cortex with its center localized 5 cm lateral from the vertex (corresponding to C3) and the cathode electrode was placed over the contralateral supraorbital area. (B) Occipital-supraorbital: The anode electrode was placed on O1 (primary occipital cortex) and the cathode electrode was placed over the contralateral supraorbital area.
The latter electrode configuration allowed us to model the presence of large skull defects and skull plates between the stimulation electrodes. During conventional tDCS, rectangular sponges are typically soaked in saline and the abutting electrode is energized. The sponge was thus assigned the electrical conductivity of saline (σ = 1.4 S/m) and the stimulation electrodes were modeled as conductors (σ = 5.8 × 10 7 S/m). The electrodes had a thickness of 1 mm and the thickness of the sponge varied from 1 to 2.5 mm (Datta et al., 2009a ). An important note here is that electrode location is important in relation to skull defects and skull plates.
Part 1: skull defects -acute and chronic defects Skull defects were modeled as idealized cylindrical "holes" in the skull. We considered the following two defect sizes in this study: (1) a large hole having a diameter of 10 cm that can be associated with decompression craniectomy, in cases of surgery for hemorrhage drainage in which the removed skull is not placed back, or large skull fracture (Rish et al., 1979) and (2) a small hole with a diameter of 2.5 cm that is usually found as a consequence of a neurosurgical procedure or a small skull fracture (Sekhar and Fessler, 2006) . Distinct locations of the holes -either under or between the stimulation electrodes were modeled. In cases where the hole in the skull was underneath the stimulation electrode, the center of the injury was aligned with the center of the electrode (for instance, over the primary motor cortex, corresponding to the location of C3). In cases where the holes were between the stimulation electrodes, the center of the injury corresponded to approximately midway between the anode and cathode electrodes.
We analyzed two different scenarios for tissue filling up defects. In the acute defect state, CSF (σ = 1.65 S/m) was used to fill the hole in the skull (Wagner et al., 2007) ; CSF has been shown in imaging and histopathology studies to replace damaged tissue in the post acute stage for stroke subjects (Jacobs et al., 2001; Soltanian-Zadeh et al., 2003) . In the chronic defect state, the hole was replaced by a scar tissue having a combined electrical conductivity of subcutaneous tissue, blood, and meninges compartments (σ = 0.34 S/m); scar tissue composition will vary across injuries (and indeed over time) such that 0.34 S/m represents an intermediate degree of healing.
Part 1: skull plates -titanium and acrylic
In most of the cases where there is a large skull defect and where the original skull cannot be used to cover the defect, a skull plate is usually indicated for cosmetic purposes and to also protect against external trauma (Sekhar and Fessler, 2006) . Therefore another objective in our study was to determine how the presence of skull plates would interfere with the tDCS induced cortical currents. We modeled two material types of skull plates: one made by titanium (one of the most common plates used) with a conductivity of 7.40 × 10 5 S/m, and acrylic (less common, but a less expensive solution) having a conductivity of 0.20 × 10 −12 S/m. We evaluated skull plate only for large skull injuries (10 cm diameter) as usually small skull injuries are not covered with plates. As with acute and chronic skull defects, the skull plates were modeled by replacing a cylindrical hole in the skull by a material; in this case with either titanium or acrylic ( Fig. 1 ).
Part 1: electrode montages
The specific electrode montages implemented for Part 1 are listed in Table 1 . For each montage (1-6), the induced cortical currents were analyzed and compared with the analogous healthy head model ( Fig. 1 ).
Part 2: skull defect size
To consider the role of incremental changes in skull defect size, the M1-supraorbital electrode configuration was modeled with different sized skull defects (0.5 cm, 1.5 cm, 3.5 cm, 4.5 cm, 6 cm, and 8 cm diameter). For Part 2 we considered only an acute defect state (defect filled with CSF) that was directly underneath the stimulation electrode pads. Note that we did not model skull defects between electrode pads, as induced cortical peak electric field values do not differ significantly from the healthy case. For the M1-supraorbital configuration, we considered both a 7 × 5 cm and a 3.5 × 3.5 cm anode pad -the cathode remained 7 × 5 cm in all cases. Note that for Part 2, montage designations were not used. Healthy and skull injury (defect/plate) simulation montages used to evaluate the effects on cortical current flow in Part 1. Two electrode configurations were evaluated (anode: red, cathode: blue and sponge: olive green). We evaluated the impact of acute or chronic defects (empty skull holes) and skull plates (metallic holes). For the motor cortex anode tDCS, the effect of a small defect under or between the electrodes was evaluated (top row). In addition for motor cortex anode configuration, the effect of large defect or plate under the electrodes was tested (middle row). For occipital cortex anode tDCS, the effect of large defect or plate between the electrodes was tested (bottom row).
Field solver
A quasi-stationary condition was assumed for the volume conduction in our model. The electric field in a volume conductor is represented as ∇·(σ∇V) = 0 (V: scalar electric potential; ∇: gradient vector; and σ: conductivity). The resulting Laplace equation assuming uniform local conductivity was solved to determine the induced cortical electric field distributions. The boundary conditions used were as follows : (1) inward current flow = J n (normal current density) applied to the exposed surface of the anode electrode, (2) ground applied to the exposed surface of the cathode electrode, and (3) all other external surfaces treated as insulated. Current densities corresponding to 1 mA total current were applied for each montage. We used COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5 (Comsol Inc., MA), a commercially available finite element (FE) package to implement the model. The linear system iterative solver of conjugate gradients was used with a relative tolerance of 1 × 10 −6 . Surface magnitude plots were generated by plotting the magnitude of electric field (EF) on the surface of brain tissue. Because the conductivity of brain is uniform, these same plots also represent induced current density profiles (J = σ · E). Additionally, the surface area (in mm 2 ) of the cortex, where electric field magnitude was greater than 90%, 80% and 50% of the peak electric field magnitude was calculated for each montage. These percent area measures allow a comparison of the relative focality of induced cortical current flow across different montages (irrespective of peak electric field) -however, it is important to qualify the concept of "focality" when using large sponge electrodes in the context of dispersed clustering of current hot spots throughout the brain (Datta et al., 2009a) . The presence of eye balls and fatty tissue owing to their high conductivity provide preferential current pathways that may lead to regions of increased EF magnitude at the bottom of the cortex. In this study, these regions were excluded from the analysis and the peak values reported are from the top surface of the cortex.
Results
We modeled the current distribution in the head during tDCS using two conventional electrode configurations with a range of idealized skull defects or skull plates. We considered the EF magnitude distribution along the cortical surface under the general assumption that both neuromodulation and risk of pathology increase monotonically with EF magnitude (see Discussion). For Part 1, the effects of skull injuries on the location and magnitude of peak cortical EF, as well as the EF distribution was analyzed (Table 1) . For Part 2, the variation of induced cortical electric fields with skull defect size was determined. Evidently it is not possible to explicitly consider all permutations of electrode configuration and defect/plate montages, nor can our results using a specific head anatomy be arbitrarily and quantitatively generalized (see Discussion); rather the goal of this analysis is to identify what factors modulate current flow through the brain and develop a general framework for identifying how these factors interact. Ultimately, such knowledge would provide a basis for designing tDCS electrotherapies in patients with TBI or surgical skull defects.
Healthy skull montage
In order to explore the effects of skull injuries on cortical currents, it is necessary to compare with a healthy head model in which the skull is intact. We therefore adapted a high-resolution (sulci/gyri precise) healthy model developed previously. Consistent with our previous predictions, using either the M1 or occipital anode "large sponge" electrode configurations resulted in diffuse modulation over the entire cortical surface with numerous discrete clusters of local EF maxima (in contrast with the controlled focality of high-definition tDCS; (Datta et al., 2009a,b) ). The observance of these localized clusters/hot spots reinforces the importance of incorporating detailed cortical geometry in any tDCS modeling study.
A total current of 1 mA injected through the electrodes resulted in a 0.67 V/m and 0.77 V/m peak cortical EF magnitudes for the M1 and occipital anode configurations, respectively. These values are compatible to predictions from previous tDCS FEM models (Miranda et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 2007) .
Using large sponge configurations, any consideration of focality and targeting must be qualified. M1 anode electrode configuration resulted in more than 9000 mm 2 of cortex being at or above 50% of the peak cortical EF; moreover the peak EF was between and not under the sponges (Fig. 2, top row) . Using the Occipital anode electrode configuration, more than 8500 mm 2 of cortex was at or above 50% of peak cortical EF, with the peak clustered under the lateral edge of one pad (Fig. 4 , top row).
Part 1: small skull defect (Fig. 2 -montages 1 and 2)
The presence of a small defect (diameter = 2.5 cm) in the skull directly underneath the pad (Montage 1) creates a preferential conduit for radial currents into the cortex; thus, altering the spatial profile of current flow as compared to the healthy model (Fig. 2) . Specifically, this montage results in a 'focal' region of modulation with increased induced EF/current density magnitude that has roughly the dimensions of the overlying skull hole. Table 1 Summary of evaluated model montages and simulation results for Part 1. The first column reports the electrode configuration and the second column lists the various montages modeled. The third and the fourth columns specify the type and the location of the defect respectively. For each of these montages, the skull deficit was modeled by replacing the damaged tissue. The deficit was replaced by CSF in the 'acute' phase and by scar tissue in the 'chronic' phase. Column 5 lists either the phase of the deficit or the type of material used for the deficit as applicable. The peak induced electric field magnitude (in V/m) for each of the montages is listed in column 6. Columns 7-9 report the area (in mm 2 ) of the cortex where the induced EF magnitude was greater than 90%, 80% and 50% of the observed peak EF magnitude respectively. The observed peak EF magnitude in the cortex is strongly influenced by the conductivity value of the material filling the skull defect. The acute phase (defect filled with CSF) and chronic phase (defect filled with scar tissue) resulted in peak EF magnitude of 2.50 and 1.67 V/m respectively. Thus in Montage 1, for the acute phase, the induced EF magnitude increases to ∼3.7 times than that for a healthy head model (Part 2 below addresses the specific role of defect size in more detail).
In all cortical field plots, the false-color map is scaled to the respective peak cortical EF. Only for the case of Montage 1B, where we also re-scaled the color map to correspond to the peak value observed for Montage 1A (Fig. 2, box) ; it becomes apparent that Montage 1B results in reduced cortical activation under the defect compared to Montage 1A. This was done to emphasize the importance of not directly comparing false-color plots across montages without correcting for the different scales used.
In contrast, when the small skull defect location is between the two electrode pads (Montage 2), there was not a marked change in the spatial profile of current flow through the cortex (Fig. 2) . In fact, similar peak EF magnitude as that of the healthy model is observed in both the acute and chronic states. This finding highlights that the specific location of the defect critically influences the flow of cortical currents. Part 1: large skull defects (Figs. 3 and 4 -montages 3 and 5) The presence of a large defect (diameter = 10 cm) in the skull directly underneath the pad (Montage 3) alters the spatial profile as compared with the healthy head model. The peak induced EF magnitude was 0.79 V/m in both the acute and chronic phases (Fig. 3) . However, in spite of similar peak EF magnitudes, the region of cortical modulation is influenced by the conductivity value of the defect. Peak EF magnitude was observed in the cortex directly underneath the hole in the chronic case while for the acute phase, the peak EF magnitude was observed in cortex corresponding to the edge of the hole.
For the case where the defect was between the two electrodes (Montage 5), the current is initially induced in the posterior lobes and then is shunted across the hole (Fig. 4) . The amount of shunt depends on the electrical conductivity of the hole. The peak induced EF magnitude in the acute and chronic cases was similar to that of the healthy head model.
The primary effect of large skull defects (with increasing conductivity relative to the skull) can be broadly described as reducing current flow crossing into the underlying cortex by shunting (transverse to the cortical surface) while concentrating current in the cortex underlining the skull defect edge. The aforementioned effect is however observed to be more pronounced with proximity of the defect to the stimulation pad.
Part 1: skull plates (Figs. 3 and 4 -montages 4 and 6) Due to its very high conductivity, the presence of a titanium plate accentuates the shunting effect observed with large skull defects. The region of modulation is generally restricted to the portion of the cortex corresponding to the edge of the defect and negligible modulation is observed directly underneath the plate. In addition, the rises in the peak induced EF magnitude (for both under and between the pads) in comparison to the healthy head model are more than that observed with large skull defects.
The effects of acrylic plates on the underlying cortical flow are much less pronounced. There is a negligible difference in both the overall spatial profile and the peak induced EF magnitude in comparison with the healthy model (Montage 6B). For the case of acrylic plate under the pads (Montage 4B), there is a nominal decrease in the peak EF magnitude in comparison to the healthy model.
Part 2: skull defect size
The values of induced cortical EF magnitudes are maximal when the skull defect size approximates the dimension of the stimulation pad and then decreases when skull defect size is either very small or large (Fig. 5) . A similar trend was observed with both the 7 × 5 cm and 3.5 × 3.5 cm stimulation pads. However, for the 7 × 5 cm case, the observed peak induced current density in the brain, for a skull defect range of ∼3.5 cm, was found to exceed the average injected scalp electrode current density (total injected current/electrode area). Fig. 5 . Role of skull defect size in shaping brain modulation during tDCS. In Part 2, acute defects were fixed under the motor cortex anode. Two anode electrodes sizes were evaluated: A) 7 × 5 cm and B) 3.5 × 3.5 cm with a range of acute skull defect diameters and for the healthy case (e.g. 0 diameters skull defect) case. Peak cortical electric field and peak cortical current density (which are linearly related) are graphed with selected cases expanded as cortical surface plots (scaled to the respective peak cortical electric field). For both electrodes, 1 mA of current was applied resulting in average electrode current densities of (0.28 and 0.81 A/m 2 respectively corresponding to the dashed red lines).
Under both the 7 × 5 cm and 3.5 × 3.5 cm pads, the presence of very small defects (0.5 cm diameter) doesn't increase the peak induced electric field significantly relative to the healthy head model. As the skull defect size becomes smaller, less current shunts through the defect into the underlying cortex eventually approximating the spatial profile observed in the healthy (no defect) case (see Fig. 5 ).
Discussion
Our results confirm the notion that skull defects and skull plates can change the distribution of the current flow induced in cortical areas by tDCS; however, the details of current modulation depend entirely on the combination of electrode configuration and nature of the defect/plate. In majority of cases, with the notable exemption of a moderate defect directly under an electrode, the presence of defects does not result in a marked increase in peak cortical electric field magnitude, though the distribution of electric field and the location of the peaks are shifted toward defect edges.
Altered current flow around skull defects and plates
We propose a relatively parsimonious framework to explain the range of observation in this study. Under healthy conditions, we previously showed that current is first distributed laterally across the skin and then crosses the skull in a largely radial manner; the current is not distributed through the skull (as previously contended). After passing the skull the current travels through the higher-conductivity CSF network, where it can be both distributed and concentrated; and before crossing into the brain, current patterns may be dominated by CSF which offers a pathway with much lower resistance. For the case of a small to moderate size defect with increased conductivity relative to skull, the defect acts as a preferential pathway for current to cross radially (compared to the surrounding skull) and into the brain leading to a "funnel" type phenomena (Datta et al., 2009a) . The maximal concentration of cortical current is a function of several factors including defect size relative to electrode size. Importantly, the conditions at the surface (skin) still determine if there is a driving force for current to enter or exit at the location of the defect, so for the case of a small defect in the middle of two electrodes there is not enough driving force and no significant radial current flow at that location under normal conditions -as such, the defect does not change the overall current flow pattern.
For the case of a large defect/plate, with conductivity significantly higher than skull, the current may now travel tangentially along the defect/plate, moving between the electrodes. This new defect/plate pathway may be comparable in conductivity to that of the underlying tissue (e.g. chronic defect) or the new pathway may be more conductive than the underlying tissue (e.g. acute defect and especially the titanium plate). The fraction of current "diverted" through the defect increases with both defect conductivity and defect proximity to an electrode. In the extreme conductivity case of titanium, the current preferentially travels tangentially along the plate, avoiding underlying tissue, until reaching the defect/plate edge at which point the current enters the tissue radially rather than continue in the highly-resistive skull.
Similar considerations can explain the range of EF distribution observed under conditions of defects and plates (Figs. 2, 3, 4 , and 5), though we emphasize that the ultimate pathway of current flow through the brain is rather complex and determined by the combination of all tissue geometries and properties (Datta et al., 2009a) . None-the-less, our results indicate that a gross consideration of the idealized defect/plate properties relative to the electrode configuration can be used to intuitively predict the qualitative alterations of current flow.
Clinical and safety considerations
The success of tDCS treatments for depression, stroke and chronic pain warrants evaluation of safety of this therapy in patients with skull defects/injuries. This is an important issue since a relatively large proportion of patients might have skull defects and skull plates such as patients with stroke, who underwent decompression craniectomy, or patients with refractory epilepsy who undergo epilepsy surgery and finally patients with traumatic brain injury that commonly have skull fractures or need to undergo craniectomy. To date, there are no studies assessing the effects of tDCS in these patients. Evidently, safety studies in patients with skull plates for other brain stimulation modalities (e.g. TMS; Rotenberg et al., 2007; Rotenberg and Pascual-Leone, 2009 ) cannot be substituted.
The central clinical relevance of this initial study is that skull injuries significantly change the distribution of the current being induced in cortical areas. As highlighted in this work, our models predict that current may become concentrated over the edges of large skull defects/plates. Interestingly, similar edge effect is seen in another study where tDCS fields were computed for stroke lesions filled with CSF (Wagner et al., 2007) . Importantly, for the range of large skull defect/plate configurations tested in the present study, no significant change in peak cortical EF (i.e. 1.5 times than that for a healthy head) resulted, despite changes in distribution. This result suggests that although theoretically safe, stimulation with large skull defects might not induce the aimed clinical effects if different areas are stimulated. In fact, although tDCS induces relatively widespread (un-focal) effects, position of electrodes and induced current is critical (Fregni et al., 2005a) . In this case, the next important question is whether, it is possible then to vary electrode's position to induce currents in areas that were affected by the skull defect.
Another important finding of this study is that the current peak does not change significantly, except for moderately sized defects when the stimulation electrode is placed directly over the defect (Fig. 5) . This increase in current peak magnitude in comparison with the control (healthy) case may therefore pose potential safety concerns. Investigation in animals has suggested that the brain currents induced in healthy adults during conventional tDCS are two orders of magnitudes below intensities causing brain lesions (for the cathodal case; Liebetanz et al., 2009) or electrographic seizures (for the anodal case; Bikson et al, 2004) . If the degree of concentration due to the skull defect can be predicted, a simple mitigating measure would be to decrease the total injected current. Conversely, if the desired targeted brain region was under the skull defect, positioning an electrode over a small defect could be used to focus the current into the targeted region. Generally as defect size decreases, cortical modulation becomes concentrated under the defect and peak induced cortical electric fields increases. However, further decreases in defect size can decrease peak cortical electric field even as the relative profile of brain modulation continues to become more targeted. Still further decreases in defect size result in a shift toward the healthy (no defect) case.
There has been debate about the relative merits of "normalizing" tDCS dose to average current density at the electrode surface (Miranda et al., 2009; Nitsche et al., 2007) . Our results with skull defects support a tDCS dose system based on a consideration of the entire detailed electrode configuration ; moreover, individual differences and especially skull defects/plates will modulate how given electrode montages affect brain function. In this context it is important to consider that skull deficits will significantly vary across patients especially if associated with skull loss due to TBI and skull fracture; in each case the factors of defect size and position in relation to the electrodes can be generally considered according to the results of our study.
The modeling predictions presented in this paper present an initial evaluation and must be interpreted cautiously with regard to clinical application, especially pending experimental validation. Nevertheless the parsimonious guidelines suggested by our simulation results are a step toward the design of safe and efficacious tDCS therapies/ protocols for patients with skull defects.
Uses and limitations of the present FEM study
Because of the critical dependence on material properties (tissue electrical conductivity) and brain skin/brain anatomy, reduced phantoms are of limited use in predicting cortical current flow (Rush and Driscoll, 1968; Leahy et al., 1998) . Similarly, though animal studies are pivotal in addressing biophysical mechanisms of action, they are ill-suited for the design of tDCS electrode montages. "Forward" models of induced current flow are a standard tool in electrotherapy design (Butson et al., 2007) , and are theoretically constrained by simple physical assumptions (e.g. Ohms law). The accuracy of model predictions is however limited by accuracy and precisions of model anatomy and parameterization. For example, our observation of stimulation clustering reinforces the importance of models incorporating sulci/gyri resolution (Datta et al, 2009a) . Conversely, we expect analogous gross distortions of current flow, following our parsimonious guidelines, may generalize even to spherical models (Miranda et al., 2006; Datta et al., 2008) .
Our study has some limitations that need to be entertained in the context of progressing with animal experimentation and eventually clinical trials: 1) we considered only cortical surface electric field magnitude in this study under the assumptions that the cortical surface is of primary interest in tDCS efficacy/safety and that both the degree of neuronal modulation and the risk of injury increase monotonically with electric field magnitude. This approach does not address the nature or specific thresholds for any physiological or pathological effects, the importance of neuronal geometry relative to applied fields (Radman et al., 2009 ; modulation maps in Datta et al., 2008) or the complex dynamic response of the brain to stimulation (Bikson et al., 2004) ; 2) the role of baseline individual differences (e.g. gross anatomy) was not considered; 3) moreover, the nature of defects is expected to vary significantly across cases and may be paramount in determining the details of current flow; 4) the defects considered here were highly idealized, since one would expect complex geometries and in-homogeneous tissue properties (including tissue encapsulation) in realistic injuries; 5) and finally an important issue is that skull defects and skull plates are usually seen in patients with cortical damage and because we modeled only one healthy adult male brain, it is conceivable that cortical lesions would cause additional disturbances in the current being induced by tDCS. Such changes could affect current flow within the damaged region and through adjacent regions in a complex manner. For all the reasons indicated, individualized models for patients with brain and skull lesions are the best approach to predict with some accuracy maximal currents and current distributions. Despite these significant limitations in extrapolating quantitative generalization from the present study, the qualitative characterization of the general combination of factors which lead to altered current flow in cases of skull defects/plates provides a basis to understand how skull defects would affect current intensity and distribution and therefore can be helpful to set out inclusion and exclusion criteria of patients with skull defects. The next step is to perform experimental/functional assessments (such as testing cortical excitability changes) to confirm these predictions.
